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Large commercial vehicles will be prohibited from driving on Bull Run Post Office
Road between Route 29 in and Braddock Road.

These road signs warn drivers how curvy and twisty Bull Run Post Office Road is.

‘That Road Is Narrow and Very Dangerous’
Supervisors OK
large-truck ban on
Bull Run Post Office.
By Bonnie Hobbs
The Connection

B

ull Run Old Post Office Road is a
winding, two-lane, country road, not
intended to carry the heavy traffic an
arterial road, such as Route 29, does.
And for years, large commercial trucks were
prohibited from driving on it between Route
29 in Fairfax County and Braddock Road in
Loudoun County.
But when significant changes to Bull Run
Post Office’s original alignment resulted in
a noncontinuous route connecting the original end points of the road, VDOT rescinded
the ban on through trucks and removed the
signs advertising the restriction. So in August 2019, Supervisor Kathy Smith (D-Sully), asked VDOT to restore it, but VDOT said
Fairfax County would have to request it all
over again.
A year has passed since then; but on Sept.
15, the county finally approved sending a
resolution to VDOT, asking it to reinstate the
ban. But it wasn’t without controversy.
VDOT can’t bar big-rig trucks from the
road without providing an alternate route
for them to travel. And this route is Sudley
Road and Gum Spring Road between Route

29 and Braddock Road, in Fairfax, Loudoun Office’s integrity as a peaceful, rural-type
road and preventing large, commercial
and Prince William counties.
However, part of this route goes through trucks from traversing it.
Jeff Flading, of the Fairfax National Esthe Manassas National Battlefield Park in
Prince William County, and the National tates community, spoke on behalf of its 60
Park Service contended that forcing through- homes. “The Park Service has no standing in
trucks to take it would increase traffic on this,” he said. “I urge a unanimous vote for
Route 29 and Sudley Road within the park. the truck-ban restoration – and in a timely
So both the National Park Service and Prince manner. It’s taken us years to get back to this
William County wrote to VDOT and Fairfax point after the signs were taken down.”
Stonebridge Chase resident Dawn Battle
County opposing the Bull Run Post Office
said she’s personaltruck ban and the
ly seen several acciproposed, alternate
dents on Bull Run
route.
Post Office. “That
Yet Fairfax Counroad is narrow and
ty residents were
very dangerous,”
just as adamant
she
explained.
against
having
“School buses stop
huge, 18-wheelers
on it twice daitraveling on Bull
ly. Parents living
Run Old Post Ofoff Bull Run Post
fice. Besides being
a curvy, twisty road
— Resident David Holland Office Road and
soccer-playing chilwith no shoulders,
dren going to SYA’s
it goes through
grassland-restoration projects in the Elklick Fields of Dreams there have no other route
Preserve and Poplar Ford Park. And this land to use to get to their destinations – truck
surrounding the road also provides a refuge drivers do.”
Therefore, she said, “Reinstate the signs
and migratory rest stop for birds and anifor safety reasons. It’s only a matter of time
mals.
until someone is seriously injured or dies on
FAIRFAX COUNTY’S Board of Supervisors this road – and it’s happened before.”
Noting that he lives half a mile from Bull
held a Sept. 15 public hearing on the truck
ban, and Centreville residents had their say. Run Post Office, Bill Reese said, “Seven-axle
All were in favor of preserving Bull Run Post trucks, 12 feet high, weigh several thousand

“Cars are often driven
off the road by the large
trucks and, on many
occasions, I’ve seen
accidents there.”

Woman Killed in Reston Shooting Identified
Homicide detectives were able to confirm the identity
of the victim in the Reston shooting as Iris Ponce Garcia,
19, of Reston, during an autopsy at the Office of the Chief
Medical Examiner. Next of kin has been notified.
Detectives from Major Crimes Bureau continue to investigate a fatal shooting that occurred overnight. Officers responded shortly before 7 a.m. on Sept. 17 to the
area of Colts Neck Road and Glade Drive for a report of

a woman lying on the ground. Upon their arrival, officers
found a woman suffering from apparent gunshot wounds.
She was pronounced dead at the scene. The Office of the
Chief Medical
This is the 7th homicide year to date in Fairfax County.
This remains an active investigation and detectives are
asking anyone who has information about this incident to
contact them at 703-246-7800, option 2. Tips can also be
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pounds and tear up the road. But my concern is safety. It’s one of the most dangerous roads I’ve ever seen. In many areas, the
trucks are so big they can’t physically stay
on their side of the road. There are much
safer roads they could take. I hope you’ll opt
in favor of protecting the citizens from this
dangerous situation.”
Resident David Holland called it a “narrow, barely two-lane road with no shoulders. Cars are often driven off the road by
the large trucks and, on many occasions, I’ve
seen accidents there. It’s also dangerous to
school buses, and the big trucks often use
Bull Run Post Office Road as an access to cut
through the neighborhoods. I urge you to reinstate the truck ban.”
COUNTY STAFF also recommended approval, and transportation planner Steven Knudsen, with the county’s Department of Transportation, said they’d send a resolution to
VDOT. “Then, if it meets their requirements,
they’ll send it to the Commonwealth Transportation Board for its approval,” he said.
Although nearby residents were hoping
the ban would go into effect before winter’s
snow and ice makes this road even more
hazardous, Knudsen said that, “Since the alternate route goes through two other counties and a national park, it could take as long
as nine months before signs go up.”
Smith then made a motion for approval of
the truck ban and the supervisors endorsed
it unanimously.

submitted anonymously through Crime Solvers by phone
– 1-866-411-TIPS (866-411-8477), by text – Type “FCCS”
plus tip to 847411, and by web – Click HERE. Download
our Mobile tip411 App “Fairfax Co Crime Solvers”. Anonymous tipsters are eligible for cash rewards of $100 to
$1,000 dollars if their information leads to an arrest.
For ongoing updates, read FCPD our blog and follow
us on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram at @FairfaxCountyPD.
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com
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Helping collect food outside Centreville Regional Library are (from left) Fastran bus
driver Mastewal Kassa and Auxiliary Police Officers Tony Gul and Nelson Fernandez.

Donating Food for
Local Families in Need

W

ith COVID-19 increasing the need for food in the local area, Stuff the Bus is responding to the demand. On Saturday, Sept. 12 and Sept. 26, Fastran buses collected food donated by the community at the Sully District Governmental Center
in Chantilly and at the Centreville Regional Library. Everything was then given to Western
Fairfax Christian Ministries’ (WFCM) food pantry, which helps area families in need.

Holding some boxes of donated food outside the Sully District Governmental Center
are (from left) Auxiliary Police Officer Ashleigh Soloff, Fastran bus driver Idris Farah
and PFC Meg Hawkins of the Fair Oaks District Station.

Honoring Heroes Virtual 5K Challenge Planned
Event to raise money for Wreaths Across America.

Photos Courtesy of Elinor Kinnier

By Bonnie Hobbs
The Connection

D

espite the current pandemic, two
local Scouting troops will remember the sacrifices of America’s fallen soldiers by raising money to lay
wreaths on their graves. Funds will go to
national nonprofit Wreaths Across America,
which coordinates wreath-laying ceremonies for veterans each December at Arlington National Cemetery and other locations
across the country.
Participating troops include American
Heritage Girls (AHG) and Trail Life Troop
VA-0122, both chartered by New Life
Christian Church in Chantilly. They and
race-management company CompetitorME
will together host the Honoring Heroes Virtual 5K Challenge.
It’s open to anyone of any age and consists of either a virtual 5K run, walk or hike
– whichever the participants prefer. They
just need to register at https://l.ead.me/
HonoringHeroesChallenge before Nov. 4,
download a race app, create their own 3.1mile course, and then compete individually
between Oct. 12 and Veteran’s Day, Nov. 11.
“Our goal is 150 participants in the challenge and more than 400 wreaths to honor
our fallen soldiers,” said Curt Klun, Trail Life
Troop VA-0122 leader and event organizer.
“We hope people will share this opportunity
with friends and family everywhere.”
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com

New Life’s American Heritage Girls and Trail Life troop members ready to lay Christmas wreaths last year at the U.S. Soldiers’ & Airmen’s Home National Cemetery in Washington, D.C.
Registration is $25 from now to Oct. 11,
and $35 after Oct. 12. Fees include a commemorative bib and neck warmer mailed
to participants, plus sponsorship of a fresh,
balsam-fir wreath for a veteran’s grave. The
young men and women in the local AHG
and Trail Life troops will then place these
wreaths on the graves at Columbia Gardens
Cemetery in Arlington.
If the Scouts reach their funding goal, said
Klun, then more than half of the 750 known
veterans’ headstones will receive a wreath of
honor and remembrance. But he said they’d
really like to exceed their goal so that every
service member at Columbia Gardens may
receive a wreath.

The U.S. Soldiers’ & Airmen’s Home National Cemetery in
Washington, D.C., where troops from New Life Christian
Church placed Christmas wreaths last year.

Anyone interested in sponsoring a wreath
only may go to https://l.ead.me/WreathSponsorship and click on the “Sponsor
Wreaths” icon. Make $15 checks payable to
“Wreaths Across America” and write on the
memo line the Group ID#, VA0312P; Location ID#, VACOLU; and Troop #, VA0122.
Besides participating in the 5K Challenge,
over the next several months, members
of the two troops will also learn flag- and
wreath-laying etiquette and will interact
with living service members and Gold Star
families – the immediate family members of
a soldier who died while serving in conflict.
“We hope to teach the boys and girls the
value of freedom, while we remember and

honor those who serve and those who gave
their lives,” said Klun. “Each year, we’ve participated in laying wreaths on the soldiers’
graves, but we wanted to create this challenge as a way for the kids, their families all
over the world, their friends and neighbors
to all join in and support this worthy cause
that helps everyone.
“Who would have thought that a pandemic would supply a platform to create a virtual 5K challenge that allows people from all
over our nation to help us reach our goal?”
he asked. “Despite the restrictions of COVID,
we’re thankful for the opportunity to serve
others, especially these veterans who gave
their lives for our freedom.”
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Creating a Spooky
and Safe Halloween in
the Age of COVID-19
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Ideas for frightful revelry
abound even amid
coronavirus concerns.
By Marilyn Campbell

Photo courtesy of Alice Anderson

Alice Anderson and her family will wear
costumes and celebrate Halloween with
a family party due to COVID-19 safety
concerns.

ideas this year,” she said. “We usually go to a pumpkin farm with fun activities but have decided to make
artoon character Marshall from Paw Pa- our own fun at home with that as well. Our kids are
trol will be searching for chocolate while a excited to help make decorations and get everything
tiny pop star tracks down toys as Arlington set up.”
Starting new traditions and borrowing ideas from
mother and teacher Becky Beach and her
family celebrate the spookiest day of the year. Forgo- other holidays is the way that Alexandra Fung, a
ing trick-or-treating, she, her husband and young son Mount Vernon mother, will deal with the disapwill gather with other family members for a modified pointment that her children will feel when they aren’t knocking on doors in anticipation of treats. “Egg
Halloween celebration.
“We are going to buy Halloween-themed party toys hunts at Easter have long been a favorite activity at
and candies for our children to hunt,” said Beach. “It our house, so carrying the tradition over to Halloween
will be similar to an Easter egg hunt, but for Hallow- has everyone excited, from our toddler to our teen,”
een. We are maintaining the joy by allowing our chil- she said. “And, having it at night with flashlights, and
dren to still wear their Halloween costumes, but we the promise of some king-sized candy bars, makes it
all the more fun for everyone.”
won’t be going out.”
From reading books filled with ghosts and gobLike other annual traditions, COVID-19 has transformed the way festive events are celebrated. Centers lins to creating a season-long calendar, reminiscent
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) officials are of those used for Advent, inspiration abounds, says
encouraging revelers to err on the side of caution this psychologist Reena Patel. “Create a month of Halloween countdown,” said “Why not?
season. As Halloween approachWe do it for Christmas too. Make
es, some parents are faced with
a countdown calendar and for
a quandary: allowing children
each day and have a Halloween
to engage in the frightful fun of
surprise, like a Halloween colthe day without compromising
oring sheet, candy corn puzzle,
safety.
pencils, stickers. Anything small
“Some Halloween activities
that represents and leads up to
pose higher risk than others,”
the big day.”
said Dr. Gloria Addo-Ayensu,
“We have a bunch of activities
MD, director, Fairfax County
planned for our party at home,”
Health Department. “In generadded Anderson. “We are going
al, the more closely you interact
to make decorations, play Halwith others and the longer that
loween games, carve pumpkins,
interaction, the higher the risk of
make a DIY (do-it-yourself)
COVID-19 spread.”
The CDC has grouped activi— Becky Beach, maze, eat yummy treats, and
finish the night watching the
ties into low-risk, moderate-risk
Arlington mother and teacher new Scooby Doo movie. I think
and high-risk categories. The
Halloween can be as fun as you
sugar-laden but beloved tradition of trick-or-treating is considered among the riski- make it and our kids will be happy spending quality
est of ghoulish traditions while celebrations with fam- time together as a family.”
While independence-seeking teens and tweens
ily members are among the lowest.
There are parents who are comfortable with activi- might not be wowed by Halloween candy hunts and
ties considered by the CDC to be moderate-risk, such spooky-themed cartoons at home, they can still enjoy
as open-air, one-way, walk-through where appropriate a frightful evening while maintaining safety. “They
mask use is enforced, like Markoff’s Haunted Forest should have small get-togethers at their friends’
and Enchanted Forest at Calleva Farm in Potomac, houses for Halloween,” said Beach. “Check for fevers
says Dr. Bita Nasseri, MD. “Overall, the CDC guidelines if inviting teens to your home for Halloween before
make good sense. They are based on intelligent con- admitting them in your home. Make sure your teen
siderations broken down by how much you want to social distances themself and wears a mask and/or
expose your children,” she said. “The main takeaway gloves to keep safe.”
Perspectives on Halloween safety vary, acknowledgis to not be in large crowds or crowded streets, as kids
will inevitably remove masks. Going house to house es Karen Aronian, Ed.D. “Some door-to-door trick-orand allowing people to hand out individual candies treating will still happen, but some neighborhoods
increases the risk of COVID exposure exponentially … are doing the same ‘pod’ [small group] approach
with Halloween that they have done with schooling,
and should be avoided at all costs this year.”
Creativity is the theme this season and traditions of by going out in safe pods of kids predetermined by
holidays like Easter and Christmas are offering Hal- parents,” she said. “Homes that do decide to give out
loween inspiration says Fairfax mother and blogger candy should mark their house with a sign that says,
Alice Anderson. “We want to keep things as fun as ‘covid safe’ meaning gloves, masks and social distancpossible for our kids so we are going all out on party ing will be observed.”
The Connection

C

“We are maintaining the joy by allowing our children to
still wear their Halloween costumes,
but we won’t be
going out.“
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Commentary

Keeping Tabs on
State Government
By Kenneth R. “Ken” Plum
State Delegate (D-36)

T

he Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) conducts
program
evaluation,
policy analysis, and oversight of
state agencies on behalf of the
Virginia General Assembly as authorized by the Code of Virginia.
A highly professional staff of attorneys, social scientists, economists,
and researchers conducts rigorous
and objective studies on the operation of state government in a totally nonpartisan way guided by the
public interest. I am honored to
serve as chairman of JLARC with
Senator Janet Howell serving as
vice-chairman.
The agenda of the meeting of
JLARC this week provides an example of the kind of work the
Commission staff has been doing
for many years. This past Monday
the staff presented to the fourteen
legislative members of the Commission reports on studies that
had been completed this past year
and progress reports on on-going
studies. Copies of these and previous reports are available at http://
jlarc.virginia.gov/.
The Commission systematically reviews agencies of state government and reports on their operations and performance. This
week’s meeting included a report
on the “Operations and Performance of the Virginia Department
of Education” that administers the
state’s role in public education.
Public education K-12 takes the
greatest share of the state’s general fund budget at more than
$6.5 billion, nearly 30 percent
of state-tax-supported revenue.
In total appropriations including
state tax and non-general funds,
the budget for K-12 education is
exceeded only by the cost of Medicaid program services. The report
included 17 recommendations and
6 policy options for strengthening
the department.
The Commission also received
the latest “Update on VITA’s Implementation of a Multi-Supplier
Service Model.” The Virginia Information Technology Agency has
undergone major changes in recent years from a centralized, single-source, private-sector service
provider to a multi-supplier service
model. Such a change is challenging for any large organization and
especially for a $63 billion state
government that provides a wide
array of services to the public.
Anyone who has experienced “the
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com

computer is down” as an explanation of why information cannot be
secured or services cannot be provided at a particular time will understand its importance. The good
news of the report is that the transfer to the multi-supplier model has
been completed and that VITA can
shift more of its focus to increasing
its services to its user agencies.
The Commission has on-going
responsibilities, including monitoring the Virginia Retirement System
and reporting on state spending
trends. The reports give legislators
a pulse of how the state government is performing based on good
data and outcome measures. The
“State Spending: 2020 Update”
presented this week provides an
overview of the $62.6 billion state
budget for FY20. Nearly half of the
total appropriations were in three
agencies: Department of Medical
Assistance Services, Department
of Education, and Department
of Transportation. Adjusted for
growth in population and inflation, the total state budget grew
by an average of 3.3 percent per
year during the last decade; the
general fund tax-supported budget increased by 2 percent on the
average.
Want to learn more about the
details of Virginia government and
its operation? Visit the JLARC website listed above and review its archive of reports.
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Announcements

News
Great Falls Resident Appointed to
Library Board of Trustees
The Fairfax County Board of
Supervisors unanimously voted their approval and appointed
Sujatha Hampton, Ph.D., as the
Dranesville Representative on
the Fairfax County Library Board
of Trustees. Supervisor John W.
Foust (D-Dranesville) brought
the matter forward at the Sept.15
regular board meeting. “With its
resources and ability to reach so
many residents, especially our
youth, the County’s Public Library
is an important ally to the Board
of Supervisors’ efforts to advance
social and economic equity in the
county. As evidenced by her education and professional background,
Dr. Hampton is passionate about
teaching children how to read and
how important it is to read,” said
Foust in a statement.
According to Hampton, she grew
up in Vienna and is a product of
Fairfax County Schools. Hampton
received her Doctorate in Special
Education from the University of
Texas and has been a teacher, an
educational administrator, an author, and now serves as the Education Chair of the Fairfax NAACP.
“(Dr. Hampton) is also a leading
voice for creating a community
that recognizes the importance of
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Photo contributed

Sujatha Hampton Ph.D.

every individual, and that rejects
racial and other forms of discrimination... (She) will bring diversity
and passion to a Library Board that
is already doing a good job of serving our community,” Foust said.
The twelve-member volunteer
Library Board of Trustees is responsible for library policies and
making budget recommendations
to the Board of Supervisors. Its
next meeting is Wednesday, Oct.
14, from 7-9 p.m. A maximum of
10 people may speak during the
public comment period. To sign up
to speak, call 703-324-8324.
— Mercia Hobson

Local Scouts Honor
Distinguished Citizen
Bob Korzeniewski has been selected as the 2020 Northwest Fairfax County Distinguished Citizen
for his outstanding volunteer work
and impact in the community. After a distinguished business career
with SAIC, Network Solutions and
VeriSign, Korzeniewski has devoted the last 12 years to leading and
supporting non-profit causes in the
Washington DC metropolitan area.
The local Scouts BSA Powhatan
District invites members of the local business community, Scouting
parent or volunteer, or civic-minded
citizen to join a special event on Oct.
28 in recognizing the contributions
of Bob Korzeniewski – the 2020 Distinguished Citizen Honoree.
As the Executive Director of the
Career Network Ministry (CNM) at
McLean Bible Church, Korzeniewski and his all-volunteer team have
supported tens of thousands of
individuals during their job transitions. The Department of Labor
has called CNM one of the finest
faith-based job clubs in the United
States. Through the Korzeniewski
Family Foundation, he and his wife
Dandy actively support a group of
impactful nonprofits in the areas of
education and social services.
As a native of Salem, Massachusetts, Korzeniewski grew up work-
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ing at the local Boys Club, coaching
high school basketball and leading
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Big Sister program, and participated
briefly in the Scouting program, in
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develop in our area’s youth.
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in-person.
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www.ncacbsa.org/powhatangoodscout.
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Calendar
NOW THRU NOV. 1

Twilight Wagon Rides. 5:15 p.m. At Frying Pan
Farm Park, 2709 West Ox Road, Herndon.
Enjoy a journey through the forest and fields,
taking in the changing fall colors. After your
wagon ride, roast marshmallows and enjoy
time by the light of a crackling campfire.
These private family outings are being offered
on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays through
Nov 1, 2020. Tours begin at 5:15 p.m., and
the cost is $45 per family. Call 703-437-9101,
or visit Frying Pan Farm Park.

NOW THRU DEC. 7

MCC Fantastic Fall Scavenger Hunt. Join your
friends, family and community for McLean
Community Center’s Fantastic Fall Scavenger Hunt. This exciting fall virtual event
allows for you and your team to compete
against others and win prizes. This is the
perfect event to stay local and have fun with
your friends and family. The Fantastic Fall
Scavenger Hunt is a game played on a smart
phone in which teams complete 75 missions
(or challenges) both indoors and outdoors.
Missions include answering questions, taking
specific photos or videos, finding a specific
item, geocaching or completing specific tasks
as given in a list provided by the Game Master. The scavenger hunt will take place in and
around McLean and from your own home.
Participants work in small teams of 4-10
players. Team captains must be 16 years old
or older. Visit the website www.McLeancenter.org.

OCT. 4 TO NOV. 5

Haunted Wine Tours. 6:30 p.m.; 7:30 p.m. and
8:30 p.m. At The Winery at Bull Run, 15950
Lee Highway, Centreville. The Haunted Wine
Tours are back for the fifth year in a row, in
a new condensed version, so you can enjoy
real ghost stories and award-winning wine
all while staying safe. Due to the restrictive
environment surrounding COVID, there are
far less tickets available this year. Therefore
priority access to tickets go to wine club
members.

WEDNESDAY/OCT. 7

The Unruly Theatre Project’s Virtual Improv
Show. 7 p.m. At McLean Community Center,
1234 Ingleside Ave., McLean. Free; registration is required. Join (the) Unruly Theatre
Project’s virtual fall improv show from the
comfort of your couch! Register here: https://
www.surveymonkey.com/r/UTPFallShows.
A Zoom link and password for the show will
only be emailed to those who register for it.
Visit www.mcleancenter.org.

FRIDAY/OCT. 9

Birthday Bingo Bash. 5-6:30 p.m. Via Zoom. A
Virtual Bingo Night for the whole community, in honor of Jacob Kulman’s 6th Birthday.
This event is a fundraiser for the Children’s
Organ Transplant Association (COTA). Cost:
$5 per card to play. Contact Dave Mohel at
email: COTAforEandJ@gmail.com. Visit the
website:
https://cota.org/campaigns/COTAforEandJ/
events/Jacobs-Birthday-Bingo-Bash

OCT. 9-18

Virtual Nature Center Walk or Run. Friends of
Reston (FOR) announces its 17th annual run
and walk fundraiser for the Walker Nature
Center will begin Friday, October 9 and end
on Sunday, October 18. This year’s event is
now the Virtual Nature Center Walk-or-Run,
organized to allow for more participation of
all ages and abilities. Runners and walkers
can choose their selected route of 5K, or 10K,
or just 1 mile, to complete the Virtual Nature
Center Walk-or-Run at any time within the
span of 10 days. Proceeds from registration
fees, $25 (13 years and older), and $15 (12
years and younger), will support facility
enhancements, programs and projects at the
Walker Nature Center. Virtual Nature Center
Walk-or-Run, direct link:
https://www.active.com/running/distance-running-virtual-events/virtual-nature-centerwalk-or-run-2020?int=
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com

SATURDAY/OCT. 10

A Designer’s View -- The Challenges That Face
Designers Who Identify as Female. 2 p.m. Part
of the Virtual Round Table Discussion Series
at 1st Stage in Tysons. Free. In these forums,
they’ll talk and share questions and thoughts
with artists, actors, designers, musicians and
directors about experiences they have faced
as professional artists. Artists participating include Debra Kim Sivigny, Bob Barlett, Ron OJ
Parsons, José Carrasquillo, Thembi Duncan,
and more. Pre-registration is required and
space is limited. Registration is available now
at www.1ststage.org.
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SATURDAY/OCT. 10

Fall Sights Aboard a Kayak. 8-10 a.m. At Lake Accotink, Springfield. Spend a Saturday morning soaking in the fall sights aboard a kayak
at Lake Accotink Park. Get a new perspective
on the autumn colors this year with a “Fall
Foliage Kayak Expedition.” The expedition
will take you to the northern part of Lake
Accotink to see glorious natural tunnels of
orange, yellow and red leaves. This event is
designed for participants age 13 to adult, and
previous kayak experience is necessary. The
cost is $42 per person. Lake Accotink Park is
located at 7500 Accotink Park Road, Springfield, Virginia. Call 703-569-3464.

SATURDAY/OCT. 10

”A Cockeyed Optimist: Songs that Make Me
Smile.” 7:30 p.m. At NextStop Theatre, 269
Sunset Park Drive, Herndon. Katherine
Riddle’s soaring rendition of “If I Loved You”
was one of the highlights of 2017’s “Rodgers
and Hammerstein’s Grand Night For Singing.”
An award-winning interpreter of Golden
Age classics, Katherine returns to NextStop
with a singular mission to offer the kind of
familiar and beloved musical classics that
have that unique ability to wrap around you
like a warm blanket and make you smile. Visit
www.nextstoptheatre.org/the-parking-lotconcerts.

Summer Cleanup...

SUNDAY/OCT. 11

Search for Salamanders. 1:30-3:30 p.m. At Riverbend Park, Great Falls. Help a naturalist with
a forest salamander survey and search for
salamanders in the streams. During the “Salamanders Undercover” program, learn about
the secret lives of these important amphibians
through hands-on discoveries. The program
is designed for children age 7 to 12. The cost
is $10 per child. Riverbend Park is located at
8700 Potomac Hills St., Great Falls, Virginia.
Call 703-759-9018.

NIGHTMARE ALLEY

The Workhouse Arts Center announces that
“Nightmare Alley” Haunted Drive-Thru is
coming to Lorton for this year’s Halloween season. “Nightmare Alley” is the first
immersive drive-thru Halloween experience
in the region. Zombies, swamp creatures,
creepy clowns, and scary dolls are among 13
different scary scenes taking up residence on
the Workhouse campus. These new campus
inhabitants will scare and entertain visitors
experiencing the attraction from the safety of
their cars. There will be 13 nights of fright,
starting on now through Saturday, Oct. 31.
Fridays and Saturdays will run from 7-11
p.m. each weekend in October, and the three
Sundays in the middle of the month (October
11, 18, and the 25) will run from 7-10 p.m.
Visit https://www.workhousearts.org/nightmare-alley/

TUESDAY/OCT. 13

Birding on the Boat. 8 to 10 a.m. At Burke Lake
Park, 7315 Ox Road, Fairfax Station. Set sail
on a two-hour tour and go “Birding on the
Boat” at Burke Lake Park. This voyage gives
you a closer look at some of the birds and animals that call the lake their home. Bring binoculars for a closer look and be sure to dress
for the weather. The program is designed for
participants age 8 to adult. The cost is $15 per
person. Children age 12 and younger must be
accompanied by a registered adult. Call 703323-6600, or visit Burke Lake Park.

Patios & Drainage
Your neighborhood company since 1987

703-772-0500

J.E.S. Services
Free Estimates - Fully Licensed & Insured
• Planting & Landscaping Design
• Drainage & Water Problems
• Concrete Driveways, Replacement or New
• Patios and Walks • Masonry Work or Dry Laid
• Paver, Flagstone, Brick, any style you choose
• Retaining walls of all types

All work Guaranteed

An Update About
Some Down Time
By KENNETH B. LOURIE
Not that I want to give you a blow-by-blow
concerning my treatment switch over to thyroid
cancer from lung cancer but the last two columns were written four weeks ago in the same
week in expectation of a weekend away, so
these observations will be new-ish in that they
will be hot off the press, so to speak. Away with
the kind of friends who are empathetic, sympathetic and who never make me feel pathetic in
any of my struggles. In short, the best kind of
friends. This is important because when one in
the group goes above and beyond in the wrong
direction, like heading from one’s present cancer direction to a yet altogether new less desirable cancer direction: stable non small cell lung
cancer stage 4 being treated with immunotherapy to stage 4 papillary thyroid cancer being
treated with chemotherapy, is hardly a conversation that makes for fun even if I now have my
own sort of “BOGO.” And though the ‘shopping
‘buy’ may be familiar, the cancer ‘buy’ is not
nearly so familiar. Generally speaking a “BOBO
offer is of interest, a cancer one not so much. In
fact, it’s not much of a bargain at all.
The worst of now being treated for papillary
thyroid cancer is the array of side effects which
are manifesting. They’re not exactly debilitating, they’re just one big nuisance broken into
about eight different nuisances - and I will spare
you the details. The net effect of all these side
effects is that for the first time in approximately
two years, and I feel extraordinarily lucky to
be able to say this, once again I feel like I have
cancer. And though it’s unlikely it’s simply side
effects which are doing all the talking, rather
than the cancer metastasizing, which it already
has anyway since the thyroid cancer is now in
the lungs, it’s impossible not to consider the
consequences. I mean cancer doesn’t just travel
around to make new friends and influence people. It sort of has a task: to damage and destroy.
And I have to admit: feeling as if I didn’t have
cancer is much more preferred than how I feel
now.
Nevertheless, it’s not as if I feel at death’s
door (well, not the front door anyway). It’s more
a feeling of death being at the back door. Not
a direct assault, mind you, more of an indirect
one. And I’m sure they still count as much as
all the others. Unfortunately, I fear an accumulation of these indirect assaults can cause as
much cumulative damage as a direct hit. Ergo,
I’m wondering if this rear-type assault/indirect-type hit is an indication of future/perhaps
even present trouble? Moreover, I wonder if
having to defend myself on two fronts (primary
and secondary) will weaken the resistance.
Because as many World War II movies as I’ve
seen, the resistance rarely seemed to have
enough supplies to carry out their mission.
Being in a new battle, even it involves familiar elements: blood pressure readings, EKGs,
CT scans, lab and face-to-face appointments,
doesn’t totally regularize the experience. The
reason being that this familiarity is breeding
contempt because I have been there and done
that. Yet, here here I am having to do it all over
again and I find myself quoting Shakespeare
or the Three Stooges: “something is rotten in
Denmark.”
Being a cancer patient is like being unable to
send your legs out for a walk as Lt. Com. Henry
Blake wanted to after a long period of surgery
during a particularly high-casualty episode on
the television series, M*A*S*H. And as a previously diagnosed as “terminal” cancer patient,
neither can I disconnect from my mortality
thoughts any more than Henry could exercise
his legs. So what I’m left with is either bucking
up or venting to friends and family. I’m lucky
to have an outlet. I imagine it is much more
difficult for those who don’t.

Kenny Lourie is an Advertising Representative for
The Potomac Almanac & The Connection Newspapers.
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(Left rear) At The Green Lizard Foundation bike giveaway, a youth and her family
walk off with her newly refurbished bike and new gifted helmet while (right front)
another child gets fitted for her helmet before receiving her bike.

Board Member Kate Pickworth, The Green Lizard Foundation, adjusts a helmet for
proper fit during the Oct. 1 bike giveaway presented by The Green Lizard Foundation
in the Town of Herndon.

Improving the Lives of Children

Local charity shares love
of the ride.

By Mercia Hobson
The Connection

T

he Green Lizard Foundation, the
charitable arm of Green Lizard
Cycling in the Town of Herndon,
gave away bicycles to disadvantaged children Thursday evening, Oct. 1.
Founded on the principle that every young
person should have the ability to lead a
healthy, active lifestyle regardless of his or
her financial circumstances, the Foundation
set out to improve the lives of children from
families in need for whom the purchase of a
safe, properly fitted bike and a new helmet
for their child was out of reach.
According to Dan Fischer, Board President
of The Green Lizard Foundation, the board
worked in cooperation with a counselor at
a local Fairfax County Public School who
identified the children to receive the professionally repaired and refurbished bicycles.
All donated bikes were of quality construction and made to last such as the Trek road
bike, L.L. Bean Sports Cruiser and the little
Schwinn Ali Hussain, 6, of Herndon tried
out. Sporting his newly fitted helmet gifted
by the Herndon law firm Abrams Landau,
Ltd. and Virginia Trial Lawyers Foundation,
Hussain said, “I like the bike because it’s
blue.”
“One of the Foundation’s pillars is making
sure every child has the access and ability
to lead a healthy lifestyle and that includes
physical fitness and outdoor activities,” said
Fischer. “Programs like this allow us to provide youth not only with bikes but also the
proper safety equipment to ensure they are
able to safely lead an active lifestyle,” he
said.
According to Landau, a properly fitted and
non-damaged helmet cuts the risk of severe
traumatic brain injury by 90 percent. Each
gifted helmet came with a special sticker inside stating if it was ever damaged due to an
accident, to bring it to their office for a free

Ali Hussain, 6, of Herndon tries out his new bike donated by
The Green Lizard Foundation while Sam Yarashus, a mechanic
at Green Lizard Cycling, adjusts the handlebars’ length.
replacement helmet.
While the children and bikes took center
stage, access to nutritious food and Covid
safety that night were equally important.
Everyone wore masks, including “Chef” and
Foundation board member Jason Sickles
who grilled the hamburgers and hotdogs.
Covered trays of pupusas, fruit and more
lined the banquet tables.
As the sun went down and the temperature dropped, the children readily put on the

Samuel Inanagua, 6, of Herndon and his mother wait as Dave
Meyer, co-owner of Green Lizard Cycling, disinfects a bike
before the child tries it during The Green Lizard Foundation
bike giveaway.

gifted long-sleeved hoodies and hats donated by Studio One. One by one, 13 children
and their families left, fed and with their
new bikes. “This is to be commended. The
Green Lizard Foundation provides these
children the help to stay healthy...and keep
them active when school is in front of a computer screen,” Landau said.
Beth Meyer is co-owner of the Green Lizard. She wanted the public to know if they
had bikes, whether in good repair or not; the
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Foundation could put the bikes to use, either
refurbishing and donating them to those in
need or using the parts to make the necessary repairs.
A repeat bike donation is planned in the
days ahead for those who could not make
it Thursday evening. For more information
about The Green Lizard Foundation, co-owners Dave and Beth Meyer and all the Lizards
working to make the community the best it
can be, visit The Green Lizard Foundation.
www.ConnectionNewspapers.com

